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Secretary of State,
Washington.

A-916, August 19, 1948.
Reference Embassy's airgram A-903, August 17, 1948.

It was announced at the Palace August 18 that President-elect
Carlos FRIO would be accompanied on his forthcoming trip to Guatemala
by: President of the House of Representatives Dr. Ruben de LEON;
Dr. Alberto OTERO Setién, prominent Auténtico politico and Director
of the Leprosy Institute; Alejo Cosio del PINO, member of the House
of Representatives and former Minister of the Interior; and news-
papermen Bvelio RODRIGUEZ Ortega, Miguel ALONSO, Adolfo RIVERA,
José I. SOLIS and José Arroyo MALDONADO. The Minister of Guatemala
in Cuba, Dr. Angel Arturo RIVERA and his daughter, Olga, Captains
Vicente LEON and Raul Lazaro SUAREZ and cameraman Bebo ALONSO are
also in the party. It is presumed that the wives of the more im-
portant members will also accompany the party.
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